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The WHPS Newsletter
HABIT 14 - FINDING HUMOUR
We are always on the lookout for ways fun
ways to engage and inspire our boys. On the
other hand, we also know that teachers are
not selected or trained to be comedians or
entertainers. However, we know that a
positive climate for learning, and enjoyment, is
correlated with retention of information and
putting knowledge to work in everyday
situations (including tests).

“Laughter is a
great antidote to
stress. I don't
trust anyone who
doesn't laugh.”

“Humour builds a learning
relationship through
the joyful confluence of
head and heart."

― Maya Angelou

Some strategies for teachers to use in the classroom include:








Laugh at yourself -- when you do something silly or wrong, mention it and
laugh at it.
Add humorous items to tests, homework or class assignments -- It always gets
smiles, and helps to break exam tension.
Keep a quotable quotes bulletin board or corner in your room -- look for
humour quotes and post them.
Keep a cartoon file, and have an area where you can display one or two a
day on a rotating basis.
Have Joke Friday -- ask boys to bring in jokes to share.
Ask boys to try to build humour into occasional writing activities -- that will start
a conversation about what is funny, how they know something is funny, why
different people find different things funny.

Brigitte Theunissen / Deputy Head Academics
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DATES TO REMEMBER


5 Oct: Camp Out



19 Oct: WHPS Prawn Braai



21 Oct: HeARTS Exhibition

GRADE 4 OUTING TO JAMES HALL MUSEUM OF TRANSPORT
Nothing can quite prepare one for seeing
what one has studied in real life! The
Grade Four boys were extremely fortunate
to visit this amazing and vast collection of
vehicles that have been amassed over
the years. We were all taken with, not only
the range of vehicles, but also the
specimens that have been collected from
all over the world.

From ox wagons, carts, carriages, hearses,
bone shakers, penny farthings, fire engines
and a fire pump (retrieved from the battle
of Isandlwana in 1879) to Model T Fords,
steam engines, Johannesburg trams and
red London buses. The boys were spoilt for
choice. The museum truly has an
eye- boggling and mind blowing
collection!
Amandla,

our

facilitator,

was

very

informative and the boys enjoyed listening
to, as well as finding the answers to the
worksheets they were asked to complete
throughout the visit. This kept them on their
toes, competitive and focussed. The
thrilling highlight was at the end, when the
boys were allowed to climb on several
trams, steam engines and buses and
experience the past. There were shrieks of
laughter and awe, as they experienced
the enormous sizes of these vehicles and
touched them for themselves. This sensory
overload truly brought our subject of
history alive!
I am convinced that this outing will
become one of our Grade Four firm
favourites in years to come. Although it is
fairly far to travel to in Johannesburg, it is
well worth our time.
Catherine Daniels / Grade 4 teacher
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GRADE 5 OUTING TO ANGUS TAYLOR FOUNDRY
Have you ever wondered how the WHPSian statue was made? How did the
artist get such fine detail into the metal? How did the artist get the whippet to
look like it was jumping? Well, the Grade 5 boys can tell you! We learned all
about this process at a foundry, which is a very exciting and creative place
where sculpture is the order of the day!
The Grade 5 boys went to the Angus Taylor foundry, also called the Dionysus
Sculpture Works and we learned all about this fascinating process of casting
metal into shapes.
A foundry is a dusty, loud and exciting place – there were machines and tools
that made the most incredible noises. Artists are scurrying around, doing and

A foundry is a
dusty, loud and
exciting place.

creating all manner of different things. We were shown each step of the
process, from moulding your object out of clay to making a silicone mask and
then dipping it into fine power.
The most exciting part, which was certainly the highlight for the boys – was
when the artists poured what looks like molten lava into the casts. This process
of casting allows for so much detail that even a finger prints would show up.
Angus Taylor is known for his powerful, often monumental, sculptural works. He
works with an extraordinary range of materials from his immediate environment
– Belfast granite, red jasper and the orange soil found near Pretoria, where his
studio is based.
The boys got to see some amazing work, and they all thoroughly enjoyed the
outing! Thank you so much to Mrs Kleefstra, Mrs Naidoo, Mr Riba who
accompanied us on this trip!
Hayley Cameron / Art Teacher
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GRADE 6 OUTING TO GREENSLEEVES
On Tuesday, 12 September, our Grade 6 boys accompanied by Mr Page and Mrs
Shaw, were treated to a visit to the Medieval Kingdom of Greensleeves in
Muldersdrift. Baron Andrew welcomed us warmly and encouraged us to travel
back in time to the age of castles, knights and gruesome torture. The boys were
fascinated by the weaponry used during this time and enjoyed the opportunity to
wield a long sword, which they soon discovered was extremely heavy and
cumbersome. On passing the dungeon, the shrieks of the boys echoed through the
hallways as they passed an ancient inmate, Fred, now a mere skeleton donning an
impressive head of hair.

The age of
castles, knights
and gruesome
torture.

The outing culminated in a royal feast in the banquet hall where we feasted on
pottage, homemade bread and mead (non-alcoholic of course). Our dessert was
a syllabub topped with a peacock eye or two!
A marvelous morning was experienced by all and much was learned, enhancing
the Medieval topic which was covered in the History class. Thank you to the staff at
Greensleeves who made this occasion a memorable one for our boys.
Kerry Shaw / Grade 6 Teacher

“...the shrieks of the
boys echoed through
the hallways…”
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GRADE 4 CAMP TO KONKA
Camp Konka is nestled between
the majestic Magaliesburg
Mountains and it is the biggest
adventure centre in Africa. They
handled our team building needs
with their structured and
personalized programmes,
dedicated facilitators and a vast
array of activities.

Imagine coming together for
adventure activities, zip lining,
wall climbing or even just braaing
marshmallows around a bonfire in
the famous Bush Boma. From
evening hikes, to seeing the lions,
each and every activity had its
benefits and fun.

We stayed in their Boma Chalets
and were under the constant
supervision and guidance of
Cookie, Dash and Boyce.
Swimming was always a welcome
“cool-off” activity after all the
adventure and business of each
day. The obstacle course was the
best in the business – it stretched
for miles and had plenty of mud.
To add to this, there is nothing like
a team shower in the bush!
We also enjoyed the freedom to
roam, interact and enjoy the
wide open spaces. The tuck-shop
was something different and
much money was spent here
over the 3 days. The meals were
excellent and we can safely say
that having dessert was a real
bonus and that the “best hot

Rhogan: delicious
breakfasts and an
outrageous obstacle
course
Karl-Werner: fabulous
food and beautiful
chalets
Tshepi: marvellous
chalets and scrumptious
food

chips and ribs” came out of this
kitchen.
The setting provided the perfect
place for our group to try new
things, unplug from technology
and rediscover their creative
powers and engage in the real
world - real people, real activities,
and real emotions. Each camper
grew more independent and
camp was the perfect place to
practise making decisions for
themselves. The boys managed
their daily choices in the safe,
caring environment of Konka,
reconnecting with nature.
So, it’s no wonder that the Grade
4’s of 2019 had the best time ever
- as Konka really has it all.
Vicky Van Noordwyk / Grade 4 Teacher

Aphiwe: glorious food and
divine chalets
Ty: food as delicious as
heaven and the zip line was
spectacular
Iyaad: Five star chalets
Reabetswe: best obstacle
course and zip line

Ronan: awesome activities and
delicious food
Christopher: amazing food,
spectacular rock climbing
Wandzile: an amazing
experience
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GRADE 5 CAMP TO PARNASSES
We
departed
from
school on the 18th
September 2019 to go
to Parnassus Farm and
trust me, you wouldn’t
want to miss it. On the
bus I sat with my friends
and we chatted till our
lungs failed, but it was
the best ride as we ate
lots of sweets on the
way.

When we got there,
smiles came onto our
faces as we went to
our dorms to unpack
our bags. We then had
muffins
while
the
facilitators spoke to us
about the guidelines
we had to follow while
on camp. We did
many fun activities:
“Lizelle’s Fill-The-Bucket
Challenge”
followed
by “Sipho’s Sling-Shot
Maker”.

Abdulla Gani - 5K

Alessio Sampaio - 5K

It was very exciting to
play in the mud! It was
time to get dirty. When
the camp facilitators
said that we could
swim,
the
camp
erupted with joy. I was
shocked by how many
people
wanted
to
swim, but to be honest
it was very hot.
Sayaan Naidoo 5N)

The dormitories were
lovely and cozy and
cool. The facilitators
were lovely and I loved
the water activities and
the pool. The obstacle
course was tough, but
fun. The facilitators said
we always had to have
5 things with us for every activity: water, sunscreen, a cap, closed
shoes and a positive
attitude.
Luke Shaw - 5N

Everyone was sad to

leave such a great
camp. I lost my voice,
but still sang in the bus.
Thank you Mrs Kleefstra,
Mrs Naidoo, Mr Riba
and Mr Wolfaardt for
making
the
trip
possible.
Milan de Beer - 5K

On the second day we
went hiking to the top
of the mountain. That
was so much fun. At
night it was time for the
campfire and that was
when we all 4 teams
did their war cries.
Kyle Anderson - 5K
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GRADE 6 CAMP TO LAPALALA
On Tuesday, 17 September the Grade 6 boys travelled to Lapalala Wilderness school, nestled in the
Waterberg mountains in the Limpopo province. After an initial debriefing, scrumptious lunch and dormitory
allocation, we set off for a range of challenging orienteering activities. Building valuable bonds in their groups
and establishing the importance of supporting and encouraging each other was a common thread that
bound all our activities and interactions throughout the camp.
The camp facilitators provided an impressive range of activities during our three days, keeping the boys busy
and engaged. However, they were given adequate down-time where they enjoyed highly competitive
games of cricket and soccer. Asking the boys about their favourite activities on the camp resulted in a list of
every activity that was done, from the obstacle course to the mud fight, the night drives to the feeding of the
orphaned Black Rhino, Metsi. Every single activity and lesson learned was valuable and worthwhile. A
heartfelt thanks goes out to our wonderful camp facilitators as well as to Mrs Theunissen, Mr Joubert and Mr
Trafford. I would also like to congratulate and thank all our grade 6 boys on their excellent behavior
throughout our camp. You made us proud, boys, and once again you displayed true WHPS values.
Kerry Shaw / Grade 6 Teacher
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MOVIE NIGHT - SAVE THE DATE
Save the Date

MOVIE NIGHT
Grade 7 Fundraiser
11 October 2019
18h00
Grade 3—7 Boys
MORE INFO TO FOLLOW SOON

PIZZA WEDNESDAYS
The Grade 7 boys will be selling pizza at
R 10 per slice on the following days during
break to the Grade 1 to Grade 7 boys.
Dates:


2 Oct



23 Oct



9 Oct



30 Oct



16 Oct



6 Nov

SCHOOL SHOP REMINDERS
For your convenience, a reminder of the School Shop information.
Trading Hours:

Online Shop
Click here to shop online.
Swimming
Remember to check your son’s speedo size.
Swimming will commence on 30 September.
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